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Abstract

The vast majority of eukaryotic transcription occurs in bursts during discrete periods of promoter activity, separated
by periods of deep repression and inactivity. Elucidating the factors responsible for triggering transitions between
these two states has been extremely challenging, partly due to the difficulties in measuring transcriptional bursting
genome-wide, but also due to the vast array of candidate transcriptional and epigenetic factors and their complex
and dynamic interactions. Additionally, this long-held view of transcriptional bursting as a two-state process has
become increasingly challenged, and a resulting lack in consensus on terminology of the involved events has
further complicated our understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved. Here, we review the impact of
epigenetics on dynamic gene expression, with a focus on transcription bursting. We summarise current
understanding of the epigenetic regulation of transcription bursting and propose new terminology for the
interpretation of future results measuring transcription dynamics.
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Background
Transcription noise: an updated view of transcription
bursting
Epigenetic gene regulation plays a major role in estab-
lishing and maintaining cell lineage-specific transcription
programs, while being able to undergo changes to envir-
onmental cues [1]. The epigenetic composition marked
by chemical modifications to deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) and associated histone proteins, is associated
with folding of the genome into defined permissive and
restrictive chromatin structures and nuclear arrange-
ments. Derangements in epigenetic regulation largely
contribute to the initiation and maintenance of a dis-
eased state [2]. The importance of epigenetic gene regu-
lation has become clear with whole-genome mapping,
less is known about dynamics and variability of

interactions at individual cell level [3]. Epigenetic gene
regulation was originally discovered in the context of de-
velopmental biology to explain how cells with identical
DNA are capable of differentiating into the complex
array of cell types. Nowadays, we realise that epigenetic
gene regulation is of vital importance for every stage of
single and multicellular eukaryotic life. This is exempli-
fied by the fact that a considerably higher percentage of
the human genome is devoted to epigenetic regulation
of transcription than to the coding of functional pro-
teins. Only 1% of the 3.2 billion base pairs of the human
genome codes for protein; however, 80.4% of the gen-
ome participates in non-protein-coding regulation of
gene expression in at least one cell type of our body [4].
This includes the production of non-coding ribonucleic
acid (RNA) and the regulation of chromatin-chromatin
interactions.
Gene expression regulation is not solely concerned

with an increase or decrease of gene expression, but also
with the control of cell-to-cell variability in gene
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expression, often referred to as transcriptional noise [5].
This variance in messenger RNA (mRNA) content
across a population of cells is frequently measured by
the coefficient of variation, a mean normalised standard
deviation [6]. This noise in gene expression can be di-
vided into two categories, extrinsic and intrinsic noise,
depending on the underlying source [7]. Intrinsic and
extrinsic respectively refer to sources originating from
within the cell or externally. Extrinsic noise generally is
a result of (subtle) differences in the cellular microenvir-
onment, affecting processes such as growth rate and cel-
lular volume. Accordingly, these sources of noise will
most likely affect all gene expression within each cell
uniformly. Intrinsic noise differs in that it results from
the randomness of biochemical reactions that involve
low molecule numbers within cells, such as transcription
factor binding to cognate motifs, and as such, will in
principle affect every gene in the same cell uniquely.
There are likely many sources of extrinsic and intrinsic
noise and multiple mechanisms to buffer them, (e.g.
regulation of mRNA decay or protein translation both
could serve as mechanisms to buffer intrinsic noise).
The Elowitz lab performed a classical biological experi-
ment (in bacteria) to distinguish intrinsic noise from ex-
trinsic noise by measuring the dynamics in gene activity
of two reporter genes expressing yellow and cyano fluor-
escence (YFP and CFP) under control of the same pro-
moter [8]. Without intrinsic noise within a single cell
(i.e. identical YFP and CFP expression), the dynamics in
fluorescence intensity of the combined signal was noted
to be identical in a population of cells. Fluctuations gene
expression dynamics of the YFP, CFP combined signal
was found to be derived from extrinsic noise. The con-
tribution of intrinsic noise was measured by quantifying
the difference in the fluorescence intensity dynamics of
YFP and CFP within a single cell. It was concluded that
intrinsic noise in gene activity is caused by random fluc-
tuations in biochemical reactions whereas extrinsic noise
relates to a fluctuation in shared gene regulation re-
sources or upstream signalling pathways. Undeniably,
the greatest source of intrinsic noise stems from the sto-
chastic nature of gene promoters to switch between ac-
tive and inactive states, with gene expression only
occurring in the active, permissive state [9, 10].
The ultimate result on gene expression is that mRNA

is produced in short discrete bursts of activity, inter-
spersed by longer periods of relative inactivity [11]. This
process is called transcription bursting [12]. Transcrip-
tion bursting can be defined as discontinuous gene ex-
pression over time, in ‘bursts’ or ‘pulses’ of mRNA
production resulting from a transcriptionally active ‘ON’
state alternated with an inactive ‘OFF’ state. Cell-to-cell
transcription variability (noise) results from the number
of RNA molecules produced during the ON state (burst

size), the frequency of transitions to the ON state (burst
frequency), and the degradation rate of the resulting
transcript. Transcription bursting occurs at multiple
timescales ranging from minutes to tens of minutes up
to hours.
It has recently been demonstrated that fluctuations in

gene expression, potentially resulting from transcription
bursting, are capable of persisting for several cell divi-
sions [13] in line with the view that transcription burst-
ing and associated gene expression noise may drive
phenotypic divergence of otherwise identical cells [14,
15]. On a shorter timescale, however, it provides a way
for cells to rapidly respond to a variety of stimuli, and
therefore is a key regulatory process of dynamic gene ex-
pression. Understanding the molecular mechanisms be-
hind transcription burst regulation is of great
importance for a variety of fields, including cancer drug
resistance, where heterogeneity in gene expression is as-
sociated with poor prognosis [16].
Much of the difficulty in identifying the molecular

mechanisms of transcription burst dynamics stems from
a lack of consensus on the appropriate model descrip-
tion for transcription bursting. The ‘two-state’ model of
transcription is frequently used as a framework for inter-
preting the results from transcriptional experiments;
however, evidence is now mounting for the presence of
more than two promoter states [12, 17–20]. We propose,
in agreement with others [19, 20], that transcription
bursting can be categorised into distinct OFF and ON
promoter states, but that during the ON state, multiple
small bursts may occur (microbursts) corresponding to
RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) convoys, with short and
shallow inactive OFF states in between (Fig. 1A). Accu-
mulation of these microbursts within each ON state pro-
duces a larger macroburst. In support of this, cycling of
promoters on two separate timescales has been noted
[19], namely at a timescale of hours and of minutes.
Shallow OFF states were noted to occur for approxi-
mately 1.5 min, whereas the deep OFF states were found
to extend for much longer time periods, i.e. 9–34 min. It
can be considered that multiple RNAPII convoys are re-
leased (microbursts) during an ON state before the pro-
moter transitions to the deep OFF state becoming briefly
refractory to restimulation.
A three-state model may help to explain disparities in

the interpretation of comparative studies, based purely
on the resolution of the method used to determine tran-
scription kinetics [21–25]. For example, studies inferring
burst kinetics from single cell transcriptomics generally
operate at the macroscale since they lack time resolution
and frequently involve fitting of pre-determined models
to distribution data [26]. On the other hand, short im-
aging time courses of transcription in live cells using
MS2 or PP7 bacteriophage coat protein binding to
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Fig. 1 Transcription bursting and the contribution of epigenetic chromatin composition. A Cartoon representation of transcription bursting in
time. On the Y-axis the state of transcriptional access is marked in colour. Green represents the ON state in which transcription takes place,
orange the OFF permissive state in which chromatin is accessible for transcription to occur but does not yet take place, red the OFF non-
permissive state in which chromatin is inaccessible for transcription to occur. On the X-axis the time illustrating moments of a microburst and
macroburst are shown. The large horizontal arrow represents a macroburst whereas the small arrow represents one of the microbursts within a
macroburst. The numbers 1–3 represent different moments of transcription dynamics. B Cartoon (simplified) representations of a suggested
relationship between the epigenetic composition of the chromatin and the transcriptional state allowing transcription micro- and/or
macrobursting with RNAPII progression to occur or resist. (I) DNA methylation of the promoter region will not allow transcription (RNAPII) to
access. The transcriptional state will remain in state 1. (II) Turnover and displacement of H3 into H3.3 variant histone is related to transcriptional
activity allowing micro- or macrobursts at state 3. (III) Nucleosome decondensation and histone acetylation induce decompaction of the
chromatin allowing transcription to occur and produce micro- or macrobursts, going from the OFF permissive state (2) to the ON state (3). (IV)
Histone H3K79 methylation relates active transcription. An increase in transcription burst frequency in state 3 is known to be related to the
presence of H3K79me2. (V) H3K4 demethylation by histone demethylase KDM5B creates variability in transcription, i.e. going from a state 3 with
micro, macrobursts to state 2, being either ON or OFF. (VI) Chromatin looping induces a connection between the enhancer with the promoter
thereby allowing transcription into micro- or macrobursts at state 3
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specific stem-loop structure (MS2 and PP7, respectively)
as reporter systems would generally operate at the
micro-scale because they allow very high temporal reso-
lution [11]. Genomically integrated MS2 or PP7 reporter
systems enable transcript tagging and microscopical
visualisation, making use of the natural interaction of
the MS2 or PP7 bacteriophage coat protein with a MS2
or PP7 stem-loop structure from the phage genome [27].
Additionally, for studies based on microscopy and im-

aging, the interpretation of the results and resolution
will be influenced by the length of the investigated gene
(assuming a constant RNAPII elongation speed) [28].
For example, MS2/PP7 integration and live cell imaging
of transcription of a long gene will lead to the simultan-
eous progression of multiple RNAPII convoys along the
gene length and as such, the macroburst size and tran-
scription frequency will be measured. MS2/PP7 integra-
tion within a short gene will result in just one or a few
RNAPII convoys elongating at a given time, allowing
quantification of the microburst size and frequency. The
same applies for burst size quantification based on the
analysis of the size and intensity of transcription sites in
RNA FISH data of fixed cells [19].
The distinction of transcription burst dynamics within

this framework of micro and macrobursting is extremely
important for interpreting transcription dynamics, as it
will help to compare studies attempting to elucidate the
underlying contributions of specific epigenetic factors to
transcription bursting.

Main text
Epigenetic regulation of transcription dynamics
By definition, epigenetic modifications impact the
process of transcription; however, for many epigenetic
modifications, the underlying molecular mechanisms af-
fecting transcription bursting remain poorly understood.
This is especially true when considering the array of
combinatorial interactions possible between epigenetic
factors, where specific combinations may dictate unique
mechanisms of transcriptional regulation. Untangling
these epigenetic networks may require a more complex
systems approach; however, given the recent advances in
our understanding of transcription, we here summarise
some of the key roles of epigenetics in regulating dy-
namic gene expression (that is affecting changes within
one cell cycle), framed within the exciting context of
transcription bursting (Table 1, Fig. 1B).

DNA methylation as a trigger of ON to OFF state
transitions driving ‘burstiness’
DNA methylation is the driving force of transgenera-
tional inheritance and genomic imprinting. Even within
these contexts, DNA methylation is a more dynamic
process than generally appreciated [29]. Active DNA

demethylation can be noted during both germline estab-
lishment and early embryogenesis [30]. DNA methyla-
tion is also capable of responding rapidly to extracellular
stimuli, as seen for instance (i) by changes in immune
cell DNA methylation following bacterial infection pri-
marily at distal enhancers [31] and (ii) in response to
neuronal stimulation (murine post-mitotic neurons),
where 1.4% of assessed CpG sites either were noted to
rapidly undergo demethylation or de novo methylation
[32], for instance following fear conditioning where de
novo DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) were found to
be upregulated in the adult rat hippocampus [33]. Our
understanding of the cause-consequence relationship be-
tween CpG methylation and gene activity is far from
complete. Of interest, 87% of the differentially methyl-
ated cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) sites were found
to induce a decrease in DNA methylation after an asso-
ciated increase in transcription factor binding and hence
increased gene expression [34], suggesting that changes
in DNA methylation are rather a consequence of differ-
ential gene expression [34–36]. In fact, multiple tran-
scription factors have been shown to recruit DNMT3A
or DNMT3B and trigger gene promoter hypermethyla-
tion [37–39]. In a recent study, the effect of CpG methy-
lation on the binding of 542 transcription factors was
determined illustrating both decreased and increased
transcription factor binding depending on the CpG
methylation of associated DNA-binding motifs [40, 41].
As another example, the binding of the architectural
protein CTCF in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs)
has been shown to induce regions of low methylation
[42]. There are several well-defined examples of CpG
methylation-mediated recruitment of transcription fac-
tors, such as with methyl-CpG-binding domain (MBD)
containing proteins, e.g. MBD2, MBD3, MBD4 and
Methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2) that bind DNA
in a sequence-independent fashion, based only on the
presence of single 5-methylcytosine bases. Typically,
these regulatory proteins can effectively facilitate tran-
scription repression through the recruitment of histone
deacetylases or co-repressors, such as histone deacety-
lase I (HDAC1) and Switch-independent 3A (Sin3A), re-
spectively [43, 44]. More recently, the role of MeCP2
specifically has been updated, i.e. MeCP2 was noted to
also induce gene upregulation and recruitment of CAMP
responsive element-binding protein 1 (CREB1) to the
promoter as noted in ~ 85% of the differentially
expressed genes in a mouse model of Rett synrome [45].
In support of this MeCP2 binding was shown to elicit
extensive chromatin unfolding, suggesting a role in fa-
cilitating gene activity and affecting transcription dy-
namics and transcription noise [46]. Clearly, the
longstanding view of DNA methylation as a non-
dynamic and epigenetic mark instructing stable gene
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expression is challenged and evidence is accumulating
that DNA methylation could represent a consequence of
transcription factor binding [34–36].
For years, the consensus was that cytosine methylation

within CpG islands (CGIs) consist of a mechanism to
override the pro-transcriptional chromatin state by
impairing the binding efficacy of transcriptional activa-
tors [47]. CGIs are short (1000 bp) DNA stretches that
promote a reduced nucleosome occupancy and a more
open chromatin state around gene promoters and tran-
scription sites, facilitating mRNA production through
the binding of transcription factors [48]. In addition to
CGI-based DNA methylation around promoter sites
which is mostly viewed as a repressive player, DNA

methylation within gene bodies is in general associated
with transcriptional activation [49, 50]. DNA methyla-
tion within gene bodies is suggested to either lead to re-
cruitment of elongation factors and/or splicing factors,
or to repress transcription from cryptic intragenic pro-
moters [50].
The impact of DNA methylation on transcriptional

noise evidently depends on the genomic location of
methylated cytosines. Promoter methylation has been
implicated with higher levels of transcriptional noise,
and gene body methylation with reduced levels of tran-
scriptional noise [51]. The latter finding (replicated in
Arabidopsis thaliana and the sea anemone Exaiptasia
pallida [52, 53]) supports the hypothesis that gene body

Table 1 An overview of how epigenetics contributes to transcription dynamics. A highlight of literature on the role of epigenetic
chromatin for transcription dynamics and its proposed mechanism

Epigenetics Effect on transcription Mechanism Refs

DNA methylation on the promoter Transcription noise increased Promotes ON to OFF state transitions [51]

DNA methylation intrageneic Transcription noise
decreased

May prevent noise-associated histone variant deposition, or tran-
scription from intragenic cryptic promoters

[50–55]

H2A.Z promoter deposition Transcription noise
decreased

Promotes productive elongation [67]

H2A.Z intragenic deposition Transcription noise increased Promotes productive elongation from intragenic promoters [54, 67]

H3.3 turn over Transcription noise increased H3.3 may control duration between macroscale transcription
bursts

[11, 26,
60]

mH2A induced NRF-1
recruitment

Transcription noise
decreased

NRF-1 recruitment maintains ON state by ensuring consistent
interactions with the transcriptional machinery macroburst size

[69]

Promoter proximal nucleosome density Transcription burst
frequency reduced, noise
increased

Higher nucleosome density prevents deep OFF-ON state transi-
tions, decreasing macroscale burst frequency

[70]

HDAC inhibitors inducing histone
acetylation

Burst size increased, possible
burst frequency reduced

[25, 60,
72, 73]

dCas9 targeted promoter acetylation Burst frequency increased Based on smFISH so likely macroscale burst frequency [110]

dCas9 targeted enhancer acetylation Burst size increased Enhancer acetylation recruits
BRD4 promoting release of paused RNAPII

[75]

H3K79me2 knock out Transcription burst
frequency decreased

Histone methylation changes appear to be related to
transcriptional memory

[83]

H3K4 methylation Transcription burst
frequency maintenance

H3K4 methylation persists along gene body after transcription has
ceased, acting as memory

[76, 77]

KDM5B (H3K4me demethylation) Transcription heterogeneity
increased

[16]

H3K4me broad domains Transcription homogeneity [16]

Histone modifications within gene body Regulation of transcription
burst frequency

H3K4me3, H3K36me3 and H3K79me2 at gene body are associated
with an increased burst frequency

[16, 83,
86]

Macro level chromatin structure (TADs,
chromosome/chromatin localisation)

Affects transcription mainly
beyond the cell cycle

These are stable, less dynamic structures [93–96,
98, 111]

Enhancer-promoter loop destabilisation
(CTCF depletion)

Transcription noise increased Enhancer-promoter loops become
more stochastic

[104]

Enhancer-promoter contact stabilisation Transcription burst
frequency increased

Short-lived, highly dynamic enhancer-promoter loops trigger tran-
scription burst

[105,
112]

Enhancer-promoter contact (mediated
by Mediator complex)

Burst size increased Mediator enables rapid succession of RNAPII initiation [19]

Enhancer regulation Modulates burst frequency [108]
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methylation acts to suppress intragenic transcription
from cryptic promoters resulting in tighter regulation of
gene expression. Intragenic DNA methylation could
regulate gene expression noise by inhibiting deposition
of a histone H2A variant (H2A.Z), which is itself associ-
ated with increased transcription noise [54, 55]. DNA
methylation at the promoter has been suggested to act
as a trigger, forcing ON to OFF state transitions, thereby
increasing the ‘burstiness’ of genes, while those pro-
moters that lack DNA methylation are permitted to re-
main in an active state, reducing transcriptional noise
[51]. Indeed in mESCs, DNA methylation was identified
as a key regulator of stochastic phenotypic state switch-
ing [56]. Conversely, the assessment of DNA methyla-
tion at active genes targeted by Polycomb repressive
proteins failed to note any impact of DNA methylation
on gene expression heterogeneity [10].

Histone (variant) turnover and nucleosome density relate
to promoter transition timing
Each nucleosome comprises two copies of each of the
canonical histones H3, H4, H2A and H2B, with 147 bp
of DNA wrapped around and held in place by the linker
histone H1. To facilitate certain biochemical processes,
each of these histone proteins have multiple variants,
which can be replaced within a cell cycle independently
of DNA replication at any site where there is a high nu-
cleosome turnover, for example in response to transcrip-
tion, DNA damage repair or recombination [57, 58].
This replacement can either drastically alter the nucleo-
some stability and the array of proteins capable of inter-
acting with it, or the effects can be very subtle. For
example, the exchange of H3 for centromeric H3 variant
(CENPA) is fundamental for the formation of centro-
meric chromatin [57], whereas replacement with the
H3.3 histone variant appears less consequential [57] and
results in a nucleosome almost identical in structure to
H3.1 nucleosomes [59]. Of interest, it has been noted
that H3.3 turnover time of approximately 2 h is similar
to the duration between transcription bursts for (hor-
mone responsive) genes [11, 20, 60] suggesting H3.3 oc-
cupancy could act as a form of transcriptional memory.
Indeed, H3.3 (specifically the fourth lysine residue) is es-
sential for retention of memory of gene activity states
following endoderm nuclei transplantation to enucleated
eggs [61].
At both gene promoters and enhancers, the histone

chaperone protein histone cell cycle regulation defective
homolog A (HIRA), was shown to form complexes with
the single stranded DNA-binding replication protein A
(RPA) and mediate deposition of H3.3 [62]. This mech-
anism is restricted to chromatin that is in a decondensed
configuration and is dependent on transcription. A sec-
ond chaperone, death domain-associated protein

(DAXX) is capable of H3.3 deposition within condensed
inactive chromatin [63] facilitating maintenance of gene
repression through recruitment of histone deacetylase II
(HDACII) [64]. These opposing genomic contexts for
H3.3 make it unlikely that H3.3 functions independently
to regulate gene expression, but rather depends on other
colocalising features, such as chaperone recruitment
[65].
H2A is another histone subunit which has been shown

to have multiple variants and functions. One of these
histone variants, H2A.Z is implicated in both gene acti-
vation and gene silencing, possibly through the regula-
tion of transcription factor recruitment, such as OCT4
[65, 66], and may be key in regulating expression noise
and phenotypic variance [67]. Promoters which are
poised for expression and those that are actively tran-
scribing are enriched for H2A.Z; however, only active
genes show high levels of acetylated H2A.Z indicating
that the presence of the H2A.Z variant and its acetyl-
ation are crucial for determining regulation [68]. Simi-
larly, a second H2A variant, macroH2A (mH2A) has
been implicated in both gene expression and repression.
Here, recruitment of Nuclear Respiratory factor 1 (NRF-
1) by mH2A nucleosomes reduced transcriptional noise
possibly by ensuring consistent interactions with the
transcriptional machinery (and maintaining the ON
state) while mH2A NRF-1 free nucleosomes could pro-
mote stochastic switching of promoters between ON
and OFF states, exacerbating expression noise [69].
Finally, the density of nucleosomes around the pro-

moter region, irrespective of the histone variant compos-
ition, has been linked to burst frequency and gene
expression noise [70]. Here, based on both deoxyribo-
nuclease I (DNase I) sensitivity and analysis of RNA with
green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression distributions
of various clones following lentiviral reporter integration,
it was found that a higher density of promoter-proximal
nucleosomes induced a drop in burst frequency and an
increase in expression noise, i.e. decreasing the rate of
promoter transitions from the OFF to ON state.

Histone post-translational modifications influence the
pre/absence of transcriptional consistency
The most widely studied histone post-translational
modification (PTM) with respect to gene expression dy-
namics, and particularly transcriptional noise is acetyl-
ation. Generally speaking, histone acetylation demarcates
active genes, promoting chromatin permissiveness and
gene expression. Histone H4 lysine 20 acetylation
(H4K20ac), enriched at transcription start sites of lowly
expressed genes appears to be an exception [71]. This
consistency in effect made histone acetylation an attract-
ive first candidate for studying the epigenetic regulation
of active transcription, especially when considering that
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most drugs modulating histone acetylation are non-
specific, acting on a range of proteins. For example, the
commonly used Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-
approved histone acetylation inhibiting cancer drug Sub-
eroyl anilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA) (tradename Vori-
nostat) which inhibits all class I, II, and IV histone
deacetylases (HDACs) leading to a universal increase in
histone and protein acetylation. Initial studies with
HDAC inhibitors, in this case trichostatin (TSA), re-
vealed responses with large context dependency, where
for some promoters an increase in transcription burst
size was noted while the transcriptional dynamics of
other promoters did not change [25]. Although some
studies with HDAC inhibitors also show modulation of
transcription burst frequency [72] evidence is accumu-
lating to support a main role of histone acetylation in
burst size regulation. For example, both TSA and SAHA
were found to increase the burst size of latent Human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) production in response
to tumour necrosis factor (TNF) via an increase in initi-
ated or paused RNAPII [73] and in a PP7-transcript
tagged cell line, live cell imaging of transcription follow-
ing treatment with the HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate
revealed the transcription burst size to be predominantly
affected [60]. The recent rise of the clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) with
CRISPR-associated Cas protein (CRISPR/Cas) platform
using mutated inactive, dead Cas (dCas)-tagged fusion
proteins allows for precise epigenetic rewriting at de-
fined genes and therefore determines the cause-
consequence relationship between the presence of his-
tone modifications and transcription bursting. So far, it
has been shown that targeted site-specific acetylation
predominantly influences transcription burst frequency,
for instance of the circadian brain and muscle Arnt-like
protein-1 (Bmal1) promoter [74]. Conversely, site-
specific enhancer acetylation has been shown to increase
transcription burst duration (size) of the Fos gene family
gene (FOS) target gene in neurons, whereas deacetyla-
tion of the same site resulted in a decreased burst fre-
quency [75]. Reader protein Bromodomain containing 4
(BRD4) was suggested to be the mediator of this effect,
recruited by enhancer histone acetylation and regulating
the release and elongation of paused RNAPII.
There are far fewer examples of histone methylation-

mediated effects on transcription dynamics with respect
to transcription bursting. One modification which has
received considerable attention is Histone H3 lysine 4
methylation (H3K4me), having been repeatedly associ-
ated with transcriptional memory. As mentioned above,
H3.3 was found to mediate memory following nuclei
transplantations, but this ability was dependent on the
ability to methylate lysine 4 on the histone tail [61].
H3K4 di- and tri-methylation (H3K4me3 and H3K4me2,

respectively) are also important histone marks for tran-
scriptional memory in yeast, persisting along the gene
body for over 60 min after transcription has ceased [76].
The presence of these epigenetic marks may act to regu-
late the refractory period between transcription bursts,
controlling transcription burst frequency. Indeed,
H3K4me was necessary to transmit burst frequency be-
tween mother and daughter Dictyostelium cells, main-
taining both high and low burst frequencies [77]. More
recently, the H3K4-specific demethylase Jumonji histone
demethylase (KDM5B) was shown to promote transcrip-
tomic heterogeneity in breast cancer cells, resulting in a
reduced sensitivity to anti-oestrogen therapy and higher
risk of drug resistance [16]. Here, broad peaks of
H3K4me3 were found to be associated with more con-
sistent homogenous expression, while narrow peaks
were associated with heterogenous expression. This pro-
vides clear evidence of a link between H3K4me and
transcriptomic heterogeneity; however, the underlying
mechanism remains unclear.
Genomic context dependency of histone marks, par-

ticularly as a result of using HDAC inhibitors is not sur-
prising given the number of histone residues capable of
undergoing modifications and their diverse mechanisms
of action. Regarding histone H3 lysine acetylation
(H3Kac) for example, H3K14ac, H3K122ac and
H3K64ac all facilitate gene expression by promoting dis-
assembly or eviction of nucleosomes [78–80], whereas
H3K9ac and H3K27ac are more associated with recruit-
ment of the super elongation complex (SEC) promoting
RNAPII pause release [81, 82]. An interesting hypothesis
is that localisation of histone modifications within the
gene mediates their effect on transcription, where
promoter-associated marks could regulate both tran-
scription burst size and burst frequency, while marks lo-
cated along the gene body mediate burst frequency only
[83]. In support of this, knocking out disruptor of telo-
meric silencing-1-like histone methyltransferase
(DOT1L), the epigenetic writer of histone H3 lysine 79
di-methylation (H3K79me2) (a gene body associated
mark) resulted in a reduced transcription burst fre-
quency [83], which is consistent with the broad
H3K4me3 peaks (extending into gene bodies) being as-
sociated with lower levels of gene expression variability.

Chromatin architecture constrains gene activity
Transcription regulation is mostly considered from the
viewpoint that cells are molecular units with dedicated
transcriptional reactions at a locus-by-locus basis. But in
fact gene activity occurs in a highly complex, interrelated
dense nanoenvironment, involving the physical organisa-
tion of the genome, which massively affects involved
chemical reactions such as accessibility, diffusion and
free energy of chemical reactions [84]. The physical
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chromatin architecture occurs at a wide range of scales,
from the folding of DNA around histone proteins (< 10
nm) into nucleosomes, up to micron scale hetero- and
euchromatin domains within chromosomal territories
consisting of defined chromatin compartments and sub-
Mega base pair (Mbp)-sized domains. Increased hetero-
geneity of the physical chromatin structure correlates
with increased heterogeneity of gene networks [85].
Nucleosomes enable packaging of DNA at the smallest

scale, but these nucleosomes are themselves subjected to
macro-level organisation producing larger-scale struc-
tures that constitute chromatin. With the advent of
DNA fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH), this
macro-level of genomic architecture was revealed, ini-
tially showing that individual chromosomes tend to self-
associate within nuclei [86]. Locally confined chromatin
interactions can be explained by confined diffusion, with
a range approx. 0.5 μm in human fibrosarcoma
(HT1080) cells [87]; however, this explanation is not
compatible with the many apparent long range interac-
tions that far exceed this radius. How these interactions
are formed remains to be elucidated, but it could involve
temporal elevation in chromatin diffusion coefficients, or
active targeting [88]. Chromatin localisation at the nu-
clear periphery is often linked with gene inactivity [89]
and artificially induced tethering of chromosomes to the
nuclear periphery was found to impinge upon gene ex-
pression in a histone deacetylase dependent manner
[90]. While this implies a link between the macro-level
of chromatin arrangements, histone acetylation and gene
regulation, the causalities of the relationships and how
they relate to transcription bursting have yet to be
determined.
Chromatin Capture technologies noted that chromo-

somes are organised in two spatial compartments, re-
ferred to as compartment A and B, depicting distinct
properties. Compartment A tends to be gene rich, has a
high guanine-cytosine (GC) content, consists of histone
marks related to gene activity and is frequently posi-
tioned in the interior of the nucleus. Compartment B is
rather gene poor, contains compact chromatin, is mostly
enriched with histone marks related to gene inactivity
and is localised at the periphery of the nucleus. Within
A and B compartments smaller topologically associated
domains (TADs) can be identified. These domains are of
sub-Mega base pair (Mbp) size (median of approxi-
mately 800 kb in mice [91]), the boundaries of which are
demarcated by convergent-binding sites of CCCTC-
binding factor (CTCF) supposedly acting as insulator el-
ements. There is a higher density of transcription start
sites at the boundaries of TADs and a strong enrichment
of housekeeping genes. It is suggested that cell identity-
related gene expression and TAD-scale genomic archi-
tecture are in some way connected [92]. This is

exemplified by the finding in mice that disruption of
TAD organisation can lead to aberrant regulation of
Ephrin type-A-receptor 4 gene (Epha4) that is related to
development in the neural system, with subsequent
changes in gene expression and limb malformation [93].
However, the ubiquity of this relationship between TAD
chromatin organisation and gene expression was chal-
lenged when Hi-C and matched RNA sequencing data
from genomically unstable D. melanogaster revealed that
topological rearrangements rarely affected gene expres-
sion [94]. This could indicate a reversed causality, i.e.
perhaps gene expression is responsible for the mainten-
ance of TAD formation. Contrary to this, dCas9-
mediated gene activation was found to be insufficient for
inducing TAD boundary formation during mouse neural
differentiation [95]. It has been suggested that TADs act
as the primary unit of inheritance [96], being evolution-
arily conserved across species and cell types [92]. As
such, while there is evidence that TADs play a role in
constraining gene expression (or vice versa), they are un-
likely to contribute to the acute temporal transcriptional
changes, i.e. transcription bursting.
Taken together, the evidence presented suggests that

macro-level chromatin architecture such as chromatin
compartments and TADs tend to be associated with dif-
ferentiation and stable gene expression patterns being
less likely to directly contribute to dynamic changes in
gene expression within a cell cycle. Still the physical
chromatin organisation may represent an independent
‘folding code’ regulating the global expression dynamics
of genes [97]. In comparison with the relatively well-
characterised role of histone chemical modifications act-
ing at the level of individual genes, the folding code
might act at a global gene expression level as a common
denominator independent of the involved molecular
pathway.

Cis-regulatory enhancer interactions adjust transcription
bursting dynamics
Enhancers are short, distally located regulatory DNA se-
quences that can increase transcriptional output via in-
teractions with target gene promoters, dictating spatial
and temporal gene expression patterns that drive cell
lineage specification and greatly contribute to the com-
plexity of eukaryotic organisms [98]. Active enhancers
can be identified by co-occurrence of histone H3 lysine
4 mono-methylation (H3K4me1) and histone H3 lysine
27 acetylation (H3K27ac), in addition to recruitment and
binding of specific chromatin remodelling enzymes such
as E1A-associated protein histone acetyltransferase p300
[99]. Enhancer-promoter loops often span as much as 3
Mbp [100]; however, the causality of these contacts has
yet to be elucidated, with most studies simply observing
simultaneous looping and gene activation. Absence of
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these interactions as measured with chromatin capture
analysis, i.e. in high-throughput chromosome conform-
ation capture (Hi-C) contact maps, suggests that
enhancer-promoter coupling is far more dynamic than
TAD boundary formation. This is because Hi-C mea-
surements typically average across the whole population
of cells, so dynamics interactions present in subsets of
cells at any given time are lost. One fundamental conse-
quence of TADs is that they limit unnecessary contacts
between sections of chromatin in adjacent TADs, while
increasing the frequency of intra-TAD contacts. Conse-
quently, cis-regulatory contacts occur primarily within
TADs with only one third of the interactions occurring
across TAD boundaries [101].
TAD boundaries are partially defined by the conver-

gent binding of CTCF; however, not all CTCF binding is
associated with TAD formation, not surprising given
that there are 40,000 to 80,000 CTCF binding sites in
the mammalian genome [102]. A second role of CTCF is
to mediate enhancer promoter loop formation. In a re-
cent study, specific CTCF sites were deleted from mouse
T Helper 2 (Th2) cells and inducing a markedly in-
creased gene expression noise as a consequence of re-
duced enhancer-promoter loop stability indicating that
CTCF-mediated cis interactions could facilitate consist-
ent gene expression, i.e. an increased transcription fre-
quency or reduced burst size [103]. Another study
attempting to do the opposite by forcing enhancer-
promoter loop formation found that increasing the con-
tact frequency between an enhancer and promoter in-
duced an increase in the frequency of transcription
bursts but not their size [104]. Similarly, in a synthetic
reporter gene system in Drosophila, integration of a
stronger enhancer was linked to an increased transcrip-
tion burst frequency, while not affecting the amplitude
or duration of transcription bursts [105]. On a larger
scale, it was recently reported that enhancers regulate
transcription burst dynamics primarily through burst
frequency modulation genome-wide [106]. Additionally,
the mediator complex responsible for linking enhancers
to cognate promoters has been found to drive the rapid
succession of initiation events that ultimately results in a
burst of RNAPII activity, while not affecting the fre-
quency or duration of transcriptional ‘OFF’ periods [19].
Precisely how enhancers could regulate transcription

burst dynamics has yet to be determined. On the one
hand, statistical assessment of burst dynamics from two
alleles competing for the same enhancer indicates a
model of rapid, short-lived enhancer-promoter contacts
[104], whereas contradictory findings in a dual reporter
system in Drosophila showed that one enhancer can in-
duce temporally simultaneous responses [105]. Of inter-
est, RNAPII recruitment rate was found to not vary, so
it seems likely that enhancer-promoter looping could

increase the transcription initiation rate, or reduce the
duration of promoter-proximal pausing [107]. Given the
finding that enhancer-promoter contacts can persist
throughout transcription elongation [108], a second
model has been proposed whereby the enhancer travels
with RNAPII [109]. The overall mechanism of enhancer-
promoter regulated transcription bursting is far from
clear.

Conclusions
Epigenetics plays a crucial role in mediating the tran-
scriptional responses required by cells to differentiate
during development and to survive in changing environ-
ments. In the former case epigenetic marks tend to ac-
cumulate as the cells rapidly divide, forcing lineage
specification; however, in the latter case, epigenetic
marks may be deposited or removed independently of
the cell cycle. Interrogating the contribution of these
more dynamic epigenetic changes to the equally dy-
namic transcription bursting is something which has
only been possible in recent years due to advances in
modern biochemical and imaging techniques. Under-
standing these contributions is somewhat clouded by a
lack in consensus over the correct conceptual model of
transcription bursting. Here we have reviewed the con-
tribution of epigenetic features to dynamic transcription
bursting and we summarise our considerations based on
a three-state model of macro- and microbursting.
Promoter-proximal DNA methylation is associated

with lower levels of transcriptional noise and is a well-
defined repressive epigenetic mark. It is therefore likely
that it acts to limit the frequency of promoter transitions
from the OFF to ON state, reducing macroburst fre-
quency. The role of DNA methylation within the gene
body is less well defined, but it may prevent aberrant
binding of the transcriptional machinery and transcrip-
tion from cryptic promoters. Indeed, for most experi-
mental techniques, this cryptic transcript production
would be indistinguishable from the intended canonical
RNA production; thus, intragenic DNA methylation
would reduce the burst size. Whether this is the true
function of DNA methylation for transcription bursting
remains to be seen, alternatively DNA methylation may
act together with other epigenetic marks, e.g. repressing
deposition of histone variants or PTMs.
Histone variant deposition is transcriptionally

dependent and therefore unlikely to contribute to the
frequency of transcriptional macrobursts but once in the
ON state, variant deposition could facilitate microburst
frequency/size. Proof for this comes from the finding
that the mH2A variant has been shown to maintain the
promoter ON state and thus the macroburst size. It has
however been suggested that it is the decay of transcrip-
tionally deposited histone variants that acts as a clock,
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dictating the duration that a certain promoter state is
maintained. The link between histone variants such as
H3.3 and transcriptional memory is in support of this
clock-based decay of histone variants. For promoter-
proximal regions, lower density of nucleosomes appears
to drive deep OFF to ON state transitions increasing the
frequency of macrobursts.
Regarding histone PTMs each of the chemical moiety

versus histone residue combinations may affect tran-
scription dynamics in a unique way and this may also
depend on other colocalising histone marks. Neverthe-
less, some progress has been made in deciphering the
role of each histone PTM on transcriptional bursting. At
the broader scale, much evidence now links changes in
histone acetylation levels with burst size regulation but
whether this is through macro- or microburst size regu-
lation is unclear. Conversely, site-specific epigenetic
interference at the promoter appeared to result in
changes in transcription burst frequency at a macroscale.
This discrepancy could stem from the non-specific na-
ture of epigenetic acetylation modifying drugs which
modulate acetylation levels globally, resulting in second-
ary effects and obscuring the more subtle site-specific ef-
fects. Evidence for this comes from the finding that
modulating acetylation at promoter and enhancer sites
has conflicting effects on burst dynamics.
Many of the effects of histone methylation appear to

mediate the transcriptional memory of cells, such as
with H3K4me3 transmitting transcriptional status to
daughter cells following cell division and to enucleated
cells after nuclear transplantations. Findings in Dictyos-
telium that H3K4me3 can transmit both high and low
frequency of transcription bursts suggests that the en-
richment of H3K4me3 only potentiates a pre-existing
state, and does not directly regulate burst dynamics.
When assayed in breast cancer cells, broad H3K4me3
peaks were associated with transcriptional consistency
which may result from increased macroburst frequency
or decreased macroburst size. Unlike promoter-
associated H3K4me3, H3K36me3 is found along gene
bodies of actively transcribing genes and is suggested to
trigger repeated rounds of RNAPII initiation increasing
frequency of micro- or macrobursts.
Enhancer promoter contacts appear to dictate micro-

burst frequency over burst size, based on high-resolution
live cell imaging in Drosophila [105] and RNA FISH
transcription site intensity analysis (of a short gene
[104]). This suggests that enhancer-promoter loops are
very dynamic, possibly triggering the release of paused
RNAPII convoys (microbursts), in agreement with the
mediator complex findings. Genome-wide inference of
transcription burst size and burst frequency revealed
that enhancers primarily regulate transcription burst

frequency but this undoubtedly takes place at the
macroscale.
While much progress has been made investigating the

effects of epigenetics on transcription dynamics based
on bulk cell techniques or targeted imaging approaches,
the overall picture is far from clear. Much of the evi-
dence is swayed by local genomic or epigenomic context.
Eliminating this context dependent variation will prob-
ably require high throughput imaging experiments to
monitor transcription at thousands of loci following epi-
genetic perturbations. With these kinds of techniques on
the horizon, and the recent explosion in single cell tran-
scriptomics, it will not be long before the true genome-
wide effects of epigenetics on transcription bursting are
identified.
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